Top 10 Reasons
to Use Bloomberg Law
1

Search Dockets, Briefs, and Motions
by Keyword or Docket Key Classification
Find specific types of actions, motions, jury instructions,
expert witness testimony, and more on Bloomberg Law® by
using the keyword field within Dockets Search. Or use
Docket Key® to locate underlying filings by targeting 20
categories, including motions, briefs, orders, and more.
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Real-Time News From Thousands of
Sources Tagged by Judge, Court, Topic,
Region, and More
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We provide one location for you to access primary sources,
including more than 13 million state and federal opinions
(published and unpublished). Our proprietary citator
BCiteSM enhances your research to help you ensure your
case is still good law.
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Practical Guidance, In Focus,
Chart Builders, Treatises, and Portfolios
Practical Guidance provides task-based, how-to resources,
including overviews, checklists, sample forms and
agreements, timelines, drafting and negotiating guides,
and more. Browse In Focus curated pages on the latest
news, commentary, litigation filings, regulatory
developments, and practice tools on emerging issues.
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Practice Centers — Bankruptcy, Ethics,
Intellectual Property, Labor & Employment,
Securities, Tax, and More
Curated practice centers help you quickly access all of the
primary law and secondary sources you will need to get up
to speed in specific, complex areas of the law.
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Litigation Analytics, Including Attorney
Analytics and Judicial Profiles
See a full picture of who is representing companies in any
type of federal litigation by firm, attorney, case type,
litigation history, or jurisdiction. Search past data on a
judge’s decisions by four different classes of analytics:
Motion Outcomes, Appeals Outcomes, Length of Case (in
time), and Appearances and Case Types. Use Comparative
Analytics to gain valuable insight into judges’ actions,
trends across jurisdictions, and national averages.
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Statutes, Regulations, and Rules
Integrated With Case Analysis
Uncover case law interpreting your statute, regulation, or
rule by clicking on the Smart Code® tab. A Versioning
feature added for the U.S. Code and C.F.R. includes a
redline comparison that highlights language that has
been added to, or deleted from, one version of the code
to another. View the redline comparison in side-by-side
or overlay mode.

Set alerts to stay on top of cases, people, decisions, and
more. Get comprehensive, timely, and trustworthy
coverage of major cases and circuit splits, plus key
legislative, regulatory, and pre-decisional developments
with customized real-time news topics.
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Comprehensive Set of Primary Law Sources
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Bloomberg Company Profiles
Find information on more than 70,000 publicly
traded companies, and more than 3.5 million private
companies, to see financial information, investigate
executives, and see how entities are related.
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Business Intelligence Center —
Customized Dashboards
Create an unlimited number of customized dashboards
with the tools and searches you choose such as company
profiles, news, dockets, court opinions, judicial profiles,
and much more. Use these dashboards to save personal
preferences and collaborate in practice.

10 Find Better Case Precedents With Points of Law
We apply machine learning to our database of court
opinions, highlight language critical to a court’s reasoning,
and allow you to quickly find the best language to support
legal arguments with Points of Law. Link to Related Points
of Law and the Citation Map, or use Brief Analyzer for
streamlined analysis.
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